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Dear Delegate Ball:

House Joint Resolution 262 of the 1989 Session of the General Assembly directed JLARC to study the Commonwealth's
economic development policies and the organization, management, operations, and performance of the Department of
Economic Development. The resolution directed the Commission to present an interim report to the 1990 Session of the
General Assembly and a final report to the 1991 Session.

This document, consisting of an overview of study activities and the proceedings of our recent workshop on economic
development, comprises the JLARC interim report. It is being transmitted to all members of the General Assembly.
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Section One

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN VIRGINIA
AN INTERIM REPORT TO THE 1990 VIRGINIA GENERAL ASSEMBLY

H ouse Joint Resolution 262, passed during the
1989 Virginia General Assembly, directed the
Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission

(JLARe) to study economic development in Virginia.
The resolution specifical!y directed JLARC to conduct a
review of:

• The Commonwealth's economic development
policies;

• The organization, management, operations, and
performance of the Department of Economic De
velopment - to include planning, budgeting,
staffing, procurement, mission, and policy and
program functions.

The resolution also directed JLARC to make an interim
report to the 1990 Session of the General Assembly and
a final report to the 1991 General Assembly.

JLARC is one of several organizations currently
studying the State's involvement in economic develop
ment. The 1989 General Assembly requested 12studies,
including the JLARC study, related to economic devel
opment policies and programs. In addition, the Joint
Subcommittee Studying Economic Development has
been active since 1986. It is important to note, however,
that the JLARC review wil! consider the findings of

current and previous study efforts and wil! build on this
information as appropriate during the study.

Economic Development in Virginia

As in other states, the Commonwealth's involve
ment in economic development activities has increased
in recent years. The structure for economic develop
ment in Virginia is complex because of the number and
types of organizations involved. Economic develop
ment activities are undertaken by a myriad of govern
mental, quasi-public, and private entities at the State,
regional, and local levels.

The primary State governmental structure used to
implementeconomicdevelopment policyand programs
in Virginia is the Secretariat of Economic Development.
This Secretariat has evolved since its creation in 1986 to
encompass the Secretary's Office, 14 agencies including
the Department of Economic Development, and three
political subdivisions. Appropriations for the Secretar
iat during the 1988-1990 biennium totaled $1.1 billion,
with approved staffing of 3,361 for FY 1990.

While the Department of Economic Development is
not the only State agency dedicated to economic devel
opment, it has a principal role. The Code of Virginia
charges the department with two primary responsibili
ties: (l) industrial development services and (2) tourism 1
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and travel services (§§2.1-548.9 et seq. Code of Virginia).
The Department of Economic Development is config
ured into two divisions, the Division of Industrial
Development and the Division of Tourism, which carry
out the statutory responsibilities of the agency. Total
funding for the 1988-1990 biennium was $60.7 million
for the department.

JLARC Review

RARC initiated the study of economic develop
ment polides and the Department of Economic Devel
opment in March 1989. To learn about economic devel
opment issues and trends, JLARC sponsored a work
shop on economic development for RARC members
and staff. This workshop, in conjunction with guidance
from the resolution, helped genera te areas of interest
and issues for the RARC review.

As of December 1989, JLARC staff had developed
the issues of concern for the review and identified the
specific research activities to address these issues. As
part of this process, the Secretary of Economic Develop
ment was interviewed to determine the overall policy
focus of the Secretariat of Economic Development. In
addition, preliminary interviews were completed with
all 14 agendes within the Secretariat and with the Cen
ter for Innovative Technology and the Virginia Depart-

ment of Transportation to determine their roles in eco
nomic development and to learn about the programs
they administer. Many of the interviews at these agen
des included an on-site exploratory file review. More
extensive interviews were conducted with staff at the
Department of Economic Development. Interviews
were also conducted with local and regional economic
development groups to learn about their roles and
interactions with the State.

Staff have also attended economic development
training seminars and other conferences to learn more
about the economic development actors and activities
within the State. These have included four quarterly
seminars sponsored by the Department of Economic
Development, two sessionsat the Institute for Economic
Development, and the Governor's Conference on Travel
and Tourism. An industrial training course sponsored
by the Department of Economic Development has also
been observed. RARC staff will initiate other research
activities in January 1990.

JLARC Workshop on Economic Development

JLARC staff sponsored a workshop on economic
development for Commission members and staff. The
purpose of the workshop was to highlight some of the
complex issues in economic development as well as the
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trends across the country for addressing these issues.
The workshop focused on national initiatives rather
than a critique of Virginia's economic development
initiatives.

The Secretary of Economic Development, represen
tatives from each of the agencies within the Secretariat,
and representatives from the Virginia Community
College System were invited to attend the workshop.
The workshop was held in Richmond on June 12, 1989.

As preparation for the study and the workshop,
JLARC staff identified national issues in economic
development. At the workshop, JLARC members and
guests heard presentations from five nationally recog
nized experts on the major issues in economic develop
ment. Presenters and titles of presentations included:

• Economic Development in the Fifty States

William Schweke, Vice President
The Corporation for Enterprise Development

• Developing an Internationally Competitive Workforce:
Lessons from Europe

William E. Nothdurft, Consultant
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• State Efforts in Rural Economic Development:
A National Perspective

Judi Hackett, Director
Center for Agriculture and Rural Development
Council of State Governments

• Science and Technology Programs for
State Economic Development: The Central Role
of Government-University-Industry Collaboration

Don I. Phillips, Executive Director
Government-University-Industry Research
Roundtable, National Academies of Sciences and
Engineering and the Institute of Medicine

• The Role of the Legislatures in State
Economic Development

Dan Pilcher, Program Manager
Economic Development
National Conference of State Legislatures

The following sections of this report contain the presen
tations made during the workshop.

3
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Section Two

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

IN THE FIFTY STATES

Presented by:

William Schweke

Vice President
The Corporation for
Enterprise Development

D uring the last ten years-and particularly during
the last five- there has been a revolution instate
economic development policy. The focus of de

velopment efforts has shifted from luring branch plants
of large manufacturing firms - known as "smoke
stack-ehasing" - to cultivating in-state entrepreneurs
and businesses. Though still in their experimental
stages, these polides are not only proving effective, they
also are fonning a fundamentally new paradigm for
state and federal action.

Although largely ignored by the national press and
the national political and economic debate, and called
by various names - entrepreneurial policy, innovation
strategies - this new direction in public policy offers
one ofourgreatesthopes for achieving long-tenn growth
with equity. This set of state programs operates be
tween macroeconomic fiscal and monetary polides and
the investment dedsions of individual firms. It includes
initiatives to refonn taxation, development finance,
trade, procurement, research and development, educa
tion, training efforts, labor-management relations, and
employee ownership. These and other programs are
designed to improve the competitive position of U.S.
firms in global markets; to reduce the"costs of economic
change for workers, communities, and businesses; to
speed technological innovation; to foster independent

entrepreneurship and the revitalization ofolder firms in
the state's economic base; and to expand economic
opportunity.

Crosscutting this programmatic variety is a consis
tent set of themes. The new polides and programs
possess the following features.

• Investment Oriented: They are premised on the
idea that we must invest resources now in order
to gain growth, health and increased returns
later. The assumption of risk is inherent in this
process.

• People Centered: The polides recognize that the
central dynamic in a changing economy is people
with ideas about how to do something better.

• Market Perfecting: The polides recognize both
the effectiveness and power of private markets,
as well as their shortcomings. The polides aim at
improving market functioning, focusing on areas
where there are identifiable market imperfec
tions.

• Public-Private Cooperation: The polides com
prehend that we live in one economy - part 5
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private and part public. The role of the public
sector is neither simply to "get out of the way"
nor to respond with bureaucratic programs; in
stead, it is to help perfect markets and to act as an
entrepreneur as well.

• Cross-Political Lines: The polides are pursued
by both Democratic and Republican governors,
and attract and repel constituendes across the
political spectrum. They are neither laissez-faire
conservatism nor welfare-state liberalism.

• BridgeEconomic and Social Polides: The policies
recognize that social problems need economic so
lutions and that the key to a revitalized economy
is to bring new people and products to the mar
ketplace.

Yet despite the progress in the field, best practice is
still held back in three ways. First, the new economic
development paradigm is only nowbeing applied to the
problems fadng economically disadvantaged areas.
Much more needs to be done here. Second, the new
development framework is still inhibited by the influ
ence that the old view has over policyrnakers. Much
money is still wasted on inappropriate efforts, and too

little money is invested in more promising institutions
and programs. Third, program management and deliv
ery needs to be upgraded if policyrnakers and the citi
zenry are not to be disappointed in the result of the new
efforts. The rest of this paper expands upon these
remarks.

Investing In Disadvantaged Communities

Far too few state initiatives genuinely target poor
communities or areas hit by plant closures or economic
restructuring, despite claims that they do. Product
development corporations, venture capital tax incen
tives, R&D challenge grants, and other new develop
ment tools, even if effective are "trickle down" strate
gies, not "bottom up" alternatives. At best, these ap
proaches finance some needed projects and deals, but
they fail to animate a self-sustaining development proc
ess that restores a disadvantaged community's eco
nomic vitality.

Policyrnakers who want to move in a new direction
and combat these problems more effectively do not
know where to begin. Good programs are few and
isolated; evaluation information is scattered; program
design is complicated; and political support is weaker
than in the pas t.
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Those left out of the economic mainstream must be
dealt into the new entrepreneurial paradigm. Fortu
nately, there are some existing new examples for states
to ponder and emulate.

A state that has been especially successful in this
new arena is Massachusetts, which has developed an
extremely comprehensive community development
corporation (CDC) program. In peak years the state has
provided close to $150 million to community-based
non-profit developers (mostly for housing ventures).
The state operates two quasi-public corporations with
substantial resources, the Massachusetts Community
Development Finance Corporation and the Massachu
setts Land Bank, which provide equity and debt capital
to CDC sponsored ventures. In addition, the Executive
Office of Communities and Development offers core
grant support to 34 groups each year, financing for the
state CDC association, and training workshops on a
range ofdevelopment topics. Other agencies, especially
in the housing field, provide grant support for low
income housing projects.

New private sector partnerships are emerging as
well. The Michigan Strategic Fund is experimenting
with a new type of financing vehicle, the Minority
Business and Industrial Development Corporation
(BIDCO). If a group that wants to start a BIDCO raises

fLARe Workshop on Economic Development

$500,000 in equity capital and a few million dollars in
private debt financing, the group can obtain a $3 million
loan from the state. The loan converts to a grant if
certain performance standards, such as job creation in a
distressed area, are met. The first Minority BIDCO is a
$6.5 million institution and more are in the works. This
approach to building financial institutions not only
results in institutions that can be more sensitive to local
needs, but can also leverage a small amount of state
dollars into a program that can have significant impact.

The South Shore Bank is an interesting experiment
in stabilizing a Chicago neighborhood. In August 1973,
when a small group of investors purchased the Bank,
the South Shore neighborhood was undergoing disin
vestment, large scale population change, and physical
deterioration. From 1960 to 1974, the neighborhood
changed from almost exclusively white to 95 percent
black. Median family income was nine percent higher
than the national median, but by 1978 incomes had
plummeted to substantially below the national median.
In this "white ilight" climate, city-wide financial institu
tions withdrew financing from the area.

South Shore Bank's purchasers pictured a new type
of commercial banking institution which could help
revitalize the deteriorating neighborhood. They cre-
ated a holding company (Shorebank Corporation) con- 7
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sisting of South Shore Bank and three affiliates - City
Lands Corporation, The Neighborhood Institute, and
the Neighborhood Fund. While the Bank is run conven
tionally, the subsidiaries undertake complementary
activities inappropriate for a bank, including housing
and real estate development, higher-risk small business
financing, and human development and social services
programs. Together, the Bank and its affiliates have
invested $127 million in the neighborhood, most of it in
housing.

Initially, the Bank focused on single-family mort
gage lending. As other lenders moved into that market,
South Shore Bank redirected its resources to multi
family buildings, a much riskier market. All totalled,
Shorebank Corporation has financed rehabilitation of
6,000 housing units, about one-quarter of the
neighborhood's housing stock.

By stabilizing the housing base, South Shore Bank
has helped stop the migration of the black middle class
out of the neighborhood. Property values, once plum
meting, are now growing faster than the city-wide
average. The Bank has also helped improve the
neighborhood's indigenous development capacity. Its
multi-family housing lending has helped create a suc
cessful class of local "rehab entrepreneurs" who own,
manage, and develop buildings in the area. The Bank

has improved linkages between the neighborhood and
outside lenders. Whereas 15 years ago most outside
banks would not make single family mortgage loans in
the neighborhood, now they do. Last but not least, the
Bank makes a respectable profit.

Shorebank management, with assistance of the State
of Arkansas and the Winthrop Rockefeller Foundation,
has bought a bank in Arkadelphia and is launching a
new effort, which focuses on fostering entrepreneurial
development in rural countries.

What Kind of Business Environment Is Needed
to be Competitive in Today's Economy?

As stated earlier, the traditional conception of a
good business climate also hinders best practice. In
deed, the reason we began our annual survey of state
economies is that for too long, the traditional view of a
healthy "business climate" has been asking the wrong
questions and, consequently, getting the wrong an
swers.

The traditional view has it that a good business
climate is measured by the absence of things - the
absence ofhigh wages, high taxes, government services,
and unions. The goal of development policy, according
to the traditional wisdom, is to reduce COSTS.
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Those old-line indexes are stuck in a time when:

• America was the unchallenged leader in an ex
panding world marketplace.

• The economy wasdomina ted by big, smokestack
factories and mass production - the economy of
Henry Ford and the "Arsenal of Democracy."

But the economic times have changed:

• Today westand toe-to-toewithintemational com
petitors for virtually every good and service we
produce.

• The mass production economy is evolving into a
generation of businesses that rely on quality,cus
tomized products, innovation, flexibility, timeli
ness, and adapta tion for successes.

What the best businesses say they need, above all, in
today's economy is:

• A skilled and adaptable labor force.

"I
~A~ '0 ""hnology ,nd "'rt-up!~p"~;,"

capItal.

• A well-maintained and modem infrastructure.

That is, a business climate defined not by the absence of
things, but by the presence of things.

The key to economic development is not a low cost
environment, but a profitable environment. The key is
quality not cost. But that doesn't mean you losesight of
the bottom line.

As it turns out, competing on the basis of quality
helps reduce costs. Over 30 percent of the cost of a
typical manufacturing good depends on quality control
- the cost of rejects, lost production time, and supervi
sion.

Three companies recently awarded the U.S. Com
merce Department's National Quality Award -Motor
ola, Westinghouse, and Globe Metallurgical- concur:

"To do things perfectly is the che1lpest thing to do."

Robert W. Galvin
Chairman, Motorola

"Higher product quality has reduced many costs. Cus
tomer complaints have virtualIy been eliminated. lAst year,
none ofour products was returned. None! Our safety record
is now much better than the industry average."

Arden C. Sims 9
President, Globe Metallurgical
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"[The llWardJdemonstrates that dedication to quality can
enable an American producer of high technology products to
compete anywhere in the world."

John C. Marous
President, Westinghouse

The 1988 North American Manufacturing Futures
Survey of top manufacturing executives, conducted by
the Boston University School of Management, found
that "as in previous years quality and the dependability
and speed of delivery are the most important competi
tive capabilities from the average manufacturing
manager's point of view." This survey reported that the
manufacturers surveyed have averaged a 19 percent im
provement in quality over the last three years compared
to just an eight percent improvement in cost competi
tiveness.'

A survey of the members of the American Business
Conference (ABC), representing the chief executives of
100 high-growth mid-sized firms in the U.S., found that
"ABC" companies compete on "quality, value, innova
tion, service, and marketing" and that for"ABC mem
bers the most important factors in locating a new plant

'Jeffrey G. Miller and Aleda V. Roth, Manufacturing Stratggies Su1!!!!!!!1Y
Q{the 1988 North American ManufacturingFutures Survey. (BosWnUniver
siJy School ofMmagement, 1988.)
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are the education system in the community and the abil
ity to access the right kinds of capital at the right times."

We at the Corporation for Enterprise Development
felt it was time for a new index - that asked the right
questions and measures precisely the kinds of factors
that successful businesses say they need to succeed.

We arrived at four questions that correspond to the
four subjects or indexes in the Report Card:

• How well is the state's economy performing in
terms of its primary purpose - which is provid
ing its citizens with a decent standard of living?

We then look at range of measures in the areas of:
employment, earnings and job quality, equity, environ
mental health, and safety.

To us, high wages or high per-capita income is a
primary objective of economic development. The trick
is to make sure that productivity increases faster than
income.

• Next we ask: How vital are the businesses in a
state?

We look at how competitive the state's existing
businesses are, how well new businesses are growing,
and how diversified the economic base of a state is.
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We look at these measures because the best data
available suggest that between 75 and 80 percent of all
net employment growth comes from either existing
businesses or new businesses.

In fact, over the last 15 years, half of all new jobs
created in this country came from independent firms
under five years of age - so if the next five years are at
all like the past five, then half of all new jobs created by
1994 will be created by businesses that don't now exist,
by people not now in business but who are overwhelm
ingly liVing in the communities where they will start
their businesses.

• Our third question is: Are the resources in place
and of sufficient quality to fuel the growth of
existing firms and business start-ups?

We now look at a range of measures ofthe education
level of the workforce, and the technological, financial,
and infrastructure amenities.

Far and away, all the evidence we have suggests that
the key resource in economic development is thehuman
resource. Edward Dennison at the Brookings Institute
believes he can account for 75 percent of gross national
product (GNP) growth in this country over the last 50
years through increase in human capital.

Indeed, it seems to me that the heart of economic
development process is people - people with ideas
about how to do something better. You need access to
capital, you need access to technology, and you need
lots of different kinds of support. But at the center is the
person who figures out a way to combine resources, and
creates a new way to add value.

• Finally we ask: What is the level of effort on the
part of the state government to invest in the basic
building blocks of its economy and to create new
economic development initiatives? Is the state an
active and intelligent partner with the private
sector?

What we look at in the Policy Index is investments in
education, infrastructure, and amenities as well as the
balance and fairness of a state's tax and fiscal environ
ment. The development initiatives we consider include
those to mobilize capital, promote new businesses and
strengthen existing ones, and aid distressed communi
ties and individuals.

We believe that the Report Card can be a tool to help
you in your efforts to develop your economies and make
progress. It can:

11
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• Provide a context for understanding what is im
portant to promote a strong and healthy econ
omy.

• Help you make an initial assessment of the
strengths and weaknesses of your economy and
development efforts. It doesn't provide a com
plete assessment, nor does it portray the full,
complex dynamics of an economy. Rather it is a
starting point for further inquiry and, hopefully,
will raise more questions than it answers.

But let me be frank about some of the data limita
tions of the Report Card:

• It only captures the '100k" of a state economy at
just one moment in time - and for a study of all
50 states that moment tends to be at least 12
months out-of-date.

• Given its sta tewide nature, it does not adequately
measure the variation within states.

• It is constrained by what data are actually avail
able - and it's not a surprise that when you ask
the right questions about an economy for the first

ScHWEKE - EcONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE FIFfY STATES

orsecond time, no one hasbeencollecting thebest
information to answer them.

The Limits To Current
Economic Development Strategies

The first wave of modem state economic develop
ment policy began in 1936 when Mississippi launched
its Balance Agriculture With Industry (BAWl) program.
It was a manufacturing recruitment strategy, marketing
Mississippi's low costs of labor, land, government, and
living. This approach to development spread to other
states, including Virginia. And although it worked, at
least for a while, it began to produce more limited
results by the late seventies and early eighties.

The second wave of modem state development
began in New England, where the impact of economic
restructuring in the apparel and footwear industries
was most harshly felt. It focused on horne-grown eco
nomic development. Massachusetts, perhaps the lead
ing state of this second wave, began crafting quasi
public financial institutions aimed at plugging capital
market gaps, creating new joint university-business
research and technology transfer and focus-
ing on building a base of c~;:~~~i~ or-
ganizations in depressed I
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initiatives. The purpose of each of these initiatives was
to strengthen the existing business base and promote
new business growth.

The second wave spread quick.!y to industrial states
in the Midwest and Mid-Atlantic in the early 1980s.
Virginia, in particular, has been one of the more active
states in the second wave of development policy.

Now in the late 1980s one can begin to look back on
the success of the second wave. The new development
policies ha ve had a positive effect on the now much
stronger economies of states in New England, the Mid
Atlantic, and the Midwest. But the pattern of recovery
is too consistent, and the message of these results is
clear: horne-grown economic development policies
add value, and states should not rely solely upon indus
trial recruitment.

While the achievements of the Second Wave appear
self-evident, the limits of that approach to economic
development are becoming equally clear. Among the
prime limitations of the second wave are:

• Lack of scale. Many of the new initiatives are, at
best, modest interventions that reach only a few
businesses and have limited impacts on commu
nities. These initiatives frequently rely on the
public sector to deliver services to businesses that

fLARe Workslwp on Economic Development

could more effidently and effectively be deliv
ered through the private sector (or through non
profits or quasi-public corporations). Oftentimes
these initiatives are also created without clear
measures of the magnitude of the issues they are
confronting.

In particular, the current state of horne-grown
strategies has not proven that they are able to
raise the general business practice in theirstate or
community to a global standard. American busi
nesses aredoubly buffered from meetinginterna
tiona� standards - by the size of our domestic
market and by the lower standards of most of
their visible domestic competitors. When the
National Federation of Independent Businesses
surveyed its SOO,OOO small firm members last
year, they ranked exporting as 75th out of 75
problems they faced; it wasn't a problem because
they didn't do it.

• Fragmented and insensitive to client needs. The
current state of horne-grown strategies often re-
flects a fragmented approach to development
that neglects the total needs of a business or a
community, and instead provides separate and 13
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uncoordinated assistance in areas such as tech
nology, financing, training, etc. Development
programs have the tendency to view the needs of
the business or community through the narrow
perspectiveofwhat theirprogramcanoffer rather
than what the client needs. It is not unusual for a
training program, for instance, to see all the prob
lems as training problems. In short, economic
development efforts are fragmented rather than
integrated.

Also, the actors involved in economic develop
ment are often kept apart. Economic develop
ment is increasingly everybody's business 
chambers of commerce, universities, nonprofits,
government agendes, school boards, and so on.
And tackling the complex obstacles that con
strain our development potential, from inade
quate labor force skills to insufficient investment
in new R&D, entails the creation of more and
better public/private/nonprofit partnerships,
where each actor is positioned to do what it does
best.

ScHWEKE - ECONOMIC DEvELOPMENT IN THE FIFTY STATES

the key to a revitalized economy is to bring new
people and products to the marketplace. Keep
ing sodal issues isolated from mainstream eco
nomic development efforts perpetuates a vicious
circle of a faltering economy blocking further
social progress. Meanwhile, increasing rates of
poverty, crime, ill health, and poor education
undermine our economic dynamism.

It is also clear that these home-grown strategies
do not reach the most chronically distressed com
munities, whether urban or rural, or those eco
nomically disadvantaged individuals left out of
the economic mainstream. Inequalities continue
to grow in this nation. The pattern of results in
The 1989 Development Report Card for the States
reveals the growing disparities across the nation
- income inequality grew over the course of the
1980s in all but three states (Hawaii, Alaska and
North Dakota), and 12 of the 13 states receiving
no grade higher than a "C' in any broad indicator
of economic health were rural states.

14
• Lack of inte!p"ation ofsodal and economic policy.

Sodal problems need economic solutions, and

• Lack of accountability. The most fitting charac
teristic that describes the shift to a home-grown
economic development strategy is broad experi-
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mentation. States across the nation have been
trying to craft programs to promote and sustain
economic growth among existing and newly
formed businesses. But it was experimentation
that too often placed an emphasis on innovation
to the neglect of evaluation. At the end of nearly
a decade of this second wave, there is a paucity of
indica tors to measure the successes and failures
of the approaches undertaken. This lack of per
formance da ta makes it difficult to refine or adapt
these newly crafted initiatives - that is, to learn
from the experiences of these initiatives.

A related concern is that many of the initiatives
created during this period of experimentation
failed to clearly articulate who their intended
clientele was and why. And even those initia
tives tha t set clear and reasonable eligibility stan
dards often neglected ways to promote owner
ship of these initiatives by their intended clientele
and to require a client investment in the services
being offered. Bynot emphasizinga clientmatch
ing investment of some sort, these initiatives
missed an opportunity to crea te anautomaticand
self-enforcing feedback loop in their services.

Each of these limits to the current state of home
grown economic development strategy represents dif
ferent facets of the same problem: change has been too
focused on the what of policy intervention and not the
how. The Third Wave requires a great leap forward
thediscoveryandimplementationofnewwaysofstimu
lating and harnessing the creative capacities of a wide
variety of actors and types of assistance toward com
monends.

What is needed is a new, comprehensive approach
to ensuring an environmental support system in which
businesses can thrive - that is, viewing development
efforts as a "family of services" rather than as unrela ted
initiatives. This requires development efforts to have a
strategic focus - that is, a clear understanding of their
objectives and how program resources (staff, activities,
etc.) are used to generate specific program results that
affect these objectives.

Moving towards a family of services approach re
quires more than just a strategic focus - it calls for an
increased sensitivity to how economic development
policy is designed. Such a system is as much concerned
with how policy is implemented, as what policy is
undertaken. Itseeks not only to bridge the worlds ofthe
business enterprise and state policy initiatives, but also

15
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to bring together a large number ofsmall programmatic
steps into a much more fundamental change.

There are four key design objectives to a family of
services approach, which reflect the four limitations we
see with the present home-grown strategies of eco
nomic development

• Scale - whether an initiative is designed to meet
the full scope ofneed for its services, and whether
it ismobilizing the degree ofresources that would
make a difference.

• Oient Sensitive - whether an initiative is de
signed to serve each client ina manner thatrecog
nizes the unique needs of that client.

• Holistic - whether an initiative is designed to link
economic and social concerns.

• Accountability - whetheran initiative is designed
so that there are clear performance measures and
on-going evaluations which ensure the effective
ness of the services delivered.

16
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Conclusion

The economic development field has changed expo
nentially in the last few years. The shift toward pro
grams that seek to build a state's home-grown economy
is a significant and necessary change. But the full
promise of these new efforts will not be realized if the
new paradigm is not more consistently applied to dis
advantaged communities, if the old conception of busi
ness climate does not pass away, and if program man
agement and delivery are not upgraded Significantly.

-------&--------
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I
understand from the joint resolution of January 16,
1989, that the Joint Legislative Audit and Review
Commission is charged with the responsibility of

evaluating the policies, programs, and management of
Virginia's Department of Economic Development. In
and of itself, that is no easy task. I have been asked to
help you, to the extent that I am able to do so, with
sorting out the issues associated with the challenge of
international economic competitiveness. Instead of
making your task easier, however, I suspect I'm only
going to make it more difficult. Here is why:

Your Department ofEconomic Development could create
the most enlightened and advanced development strategies in
the nation and still fail the test of competitiveness, unless its
programs are backed up by equally enlightened and advanced
workforce education and training programs - because the
challenge of competitiveness is fundamentally a challenge of
competence.

During the past decade, while many ofus havebeen
scrutinizing the Japanese, the advanced industrial na
tions ofWestern Europe have quietly pulled themselves
out of the doldrums and into the forefront of the global
economic competition. In West Germany, Sweden,
France, Italy, even Great Britain, long called "the sick

man of Europe," productivity has soared, employment
has risen, personal income has grown, and exports have
increased steadily.

Last year, I spent several months analyzing the roots
of this demonstration of economic competitiveness, and
I've been asked to share with you the results of that
study. They can be summarized in this statement:

While many European countries have developed highly
innovative economic development policies - flexible manu
facturing networks and self-emplayment schemes, among
many others - they are competitive principally because they
are committed to creating a continuous stream of well-edu
cated, highly skilled workers.

U.S. Competitiveness and the Global Economy

Before we plunge into the details of the workforce
competence issue, however, I'd like to offer a few obser
vations on the relationship between the changing global
economy and state economic development policies and
programs.

Currently, some 85 percent of all U.S. exports are
accounted for by only 250 companies - huge, multina
tional corporations based in the United States. But as
trade has globalized, the connections between the inter- 17
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ests of these corporations and the interests of the United
States have weakened. GilbertWilliamson, President of
the NCR Corporation, said recently: "I don't think
about U.S. competitiveness at all; we area globally com
petitive company that happens to be located in the
United States." Increasingly, the top U.S. corporations
are locating their production capacity wherever in the
world it serves them best. There is no loyalty to the
United States.

• ITEM: According to the National Science Foun
dation, spending by U.S. corporations on re
search and development (R&D) is rising much
faster overseas than in the United States.

• ITEM: More and more of the highest paying jobs,
especially engineers and professionals, are going
overseas.

• ITEM: These companies repeatedly cite the qual
ity and skill of the overseas workforce as one
reason for their shifting allegiance.

Obviously these trends pose some serious problems
for reducing the national trade deficit and raise troub
ling questions about U.s. employment growth should
another global recession occur.

But they also present some interesting opportuni
ties for state economic development programs. I would
suggest that these trends mean, among other things,
that the issue of U.S. economic competitiveness - and
its implications for state and local jobs and economic
development - has become a small business issue.
That is, since there are few reasons for multinational
corporations to act in ways explicitly designed to benefit
the U.S. competitive position, the challenge of ensuring
that the U.S. economy is vigorous and competitive and
provides increasing economic opportunities for Ameri
cans falls to smaller, non-multinational companies 
the very companies state economic development poli
cies and programs have the greatest chance of reaching.

Few of these companies export, and according to a
recent INC. magazine poll, the principal reason is that
they simply don't know how. Were this workshop
being held six months from now, I could give you a
detailed presentation on how to help small businesses
identify and penetrate export markets, but that study is
just underway. As a short-term alternative, let me sug
gest that you contact my colleague Jerry Levine, Presi
dent of Mentor International in San Francisco and cur
rently Scholar-In-Residence at the Western Governors'
Association, who has just completed a study on howthe
western states can strengthen their international trade
position through regional cooperation.
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Creating an Internationally-Competitive
Workforce

Getting back to the issue of workforce competence
and your Department of Economic Development, I
want to begin with a short story. In 1851, an interna
tional industrial exhibition was under way in London's
Crystal Palace, and British industrialists - who had
grown rich and comfortable through years of domi
nance in trade and industrial development -suddenly
found their exhibits overshadowed by American exhib
itors whose products were stealing the show. Worried
that the upstart Americans had developed important
new process technologies, they arranged a fact-finding
tour.

What they discovered, however, was even more
worrisome: American manufacturing excellence wasn't
due to better technology, but to the high educational
level of the American workforce. In 1851 in New Eng
land, 95 percent of all adults could read and write,
compared to only two-thirds in Old England. Quality
workers were producing quality products; it was that
simple.

Today, international economic competitiveness is
still built upon a foundation of educated and skilled
workers, though the level of knowledge required is

much higher. Meanwhile, the percentage of Americans
who can read and write has declined. Here in Virginia,
and elsewhere in the Mid-Atlantic and Northeast, we
face a peculiar problem: job listings in newspapers that
take up more pages than the news itself, and increasing
welfare caseloads. Jobs goingbegging and people going
begging.

One cause of this situation is the educational system
itself: the failure of secondary schools to keep young
people engaged in schoolwork and to provide them
with the kind of educational and skill credentials that
enable them to move smoothly into the workforce, and
a chaotic vocational education and job training system
that often has little connection to the world of work.
Even for those who go on to college, the path between
school and work is haphazard; for those who do not go
on to college, or who are burdened with other handi
caps, the path is often invisible.

But there are demographic reasons as well: the
postwar baby boom is over, and the entry of women to
the workforce has begun to peak. Over the next ten
years, more than half of all new workers will be immi
grant and non-white men and women-that is, minori
ties will be the majority. And I needn't tell you that this
emerging workforce approaches the world of work
with significant personal and educational handicaps. 19
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At the same time that the education and skill levels
of the workforce are dropping, the knowledge and skill
requirements of the job market are increasing rapidly.

This mismatch is our economic Achilles Heel. Cre
ate all the economic development programs you wish;
if you do not correct this mismatch, economic develop
ment will fail.

Allan Larsson, Director General of Sweden's Na
tional Labor Market Board (and lately a consultant to
Michigan's Department of Commerce), is fond of say
ing: "We must create not a 'high tech' but a 'high skill'
economy, through competence building at all levels of
education and business." This commitment to compe
tence-building is the key to the economic success of
Sweden, West Germany, and several other European
nations, and it holds some important lessons for Vir
ginia as you seek to strengthen your economic develop
ment programs.

• Sweden's public education system begins intro
ducing children to the world of work by the
second grade. By the time they reach upper
secondary school, young people will have chosen
from among more than 400 lines of study aimed
at credential-building in a specific trade or line of
work. By their final year of secondary school,
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these students may spend as much as 60 percent
of their school day working in a specific industry
and putting the finishing touches on their work
skills. Ninety percent ofSweden's young people
go through this process; the balance are given
special attention and gently guided to a course of
study and skill-building that suits them. Once in
the labor force, a national employment service
links them with jobs and a nationwide, but pri
vate, training company assures them that they
can always upgrade or alter their skills. Educa
tion and training curricula are developed jointly
with employers and labor unions, and all em
ployers participate in the employment service.

• West Germany has the world's best developed
apprenticeship program - called the "dual sys
tem" because it is jointly operated by industry
and the vocational education system of every
Gennan "Land" or state. Like the Swedes, Ger
man children are introduced to the world ofwork
at an early age. By the eqUivalent of the 10th
grade, roughly 80 percent of these young people
will enter the Dual System. They will choose
from among hundreds of occupations, acquire an
apprenticeship in a private company in their

.
ill
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chosen field, and spend the next three years
developing skills - four days a week on-the-job
to gain practical skills and one day a week in a
local vocational school to gain theoretical skills.
Industry-run Chambers of Commerce operate
their own schools to ensure that young people
apprenticing in small shops receive as broad an
education as those in bigger and better-equipped
factories. The partnership between business and
public education is long-standing and carefully
protected.

• Great Britain. with perhaps theweakestworkforce
in Europe, embarked severalyears ago on a multi
billion dollar package of programs to ensure skill
development in school, remedial skill-building
for out-of-school young people, and retraining
for adults as well. Keenly aware of the challenge
presented by the 1992 integration of the Common
Market, the British realize that competitiveness
will be judged on product quality and that prod
uct quality will be determined by worker quality.

In addition to these and other individual workforce
competence-building programs, there are at least three
action programs currently under way throughout the

fLARe Workshop on Economic Development

European Economic Community (EEC): (1) a program
to smooth the transition of young people from school to
work with a special emphasis on industry partnerships;
(2) a program to raise the standards of post-compulsory
school vocational training to ensure that it results in
recognized qualifications; and (3) a parallel program to
upgrade and keep current the working world-relevance
of compulsory school curricula. While competing with
each other, EEC countries are cooperating with each
other as well on the workforce competence issue, even
to the extent of establishing a special fund to provide
technical assistance to lesser-developed members such
as Spain, Portugal, Greece, and Ireland.

Given the integration of Europe, it might beuseful to
think of Europe as a federated union, like the United
States, and to think of individual nations as similar to
American states. There are limits to this analogy, but it
does help to sort out basic principles and possibilities.
Well-developed states like Virginia compare favorably
to small European nations in terms of scale, economic
output, and - with respect to education and training
relative degree of control over content and administra
tion. If Virginia were to acknowledge the competence
challenge and make it a cornerstone of its economic
development program, it would have wide discretion
and remain largely unfettered by federal government 21
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meddling. I can't give you the details of the book I wrote
about this study in a short speech, but I can present to
you a few basic principles drawn from the successes in
Europe:

• Principle #1: Work is the defining element of
human existence; cash income maintenance
payments do not substitute for work.

European education and skill development systems
are aimed at assuring the currency and marketability of
the skills of every single adult, not just those who are
unemployed. But they also take pains to move those
who have been shunted aside, for whatever reason,
back into the mainstream. The priorities are as follows:
(1) make sure basic needs are met, (2) provide education
or training immediately, (3) provide a clear path to a job
and placement assistance, and then and only then (4)
provide welfare payments for those who cannot secure
work, but make it contingent upon continued participa
tion in training and employment efforts. Investments
are significant, but felt to be far less than the cost of
widespread welfare and associated social pathologies.

• Principle #2: The key to producing a work-ready
workforce is a first-rate educational system with
an explicit and significant work experience com
ponent.

In the absence of connections with the world of
work, education flirts with irrelevance. In addition to
assuring that young people leave school with recog
nized credentials, the connection to the world of work
also helps the educational system to adapt to change in
the real world, keeping it fresh and current. How
European nations make the connection between school
and work varies with their experience and cultural
traditions, but the commitment to a seamless transition
from school to work is absolute.

• Principle #3: Public education and job training
programs must provide their clients with recog
nized and accepted credentials.

The 1992 integration of markets for products and
services has forced European countries to implement
what in the U.S. is still a theoretical notion: that people
should have "portable skills" - that is, that their cre
dentialsshouldbeuniversally recognized andrespected.
The competition created by 1992 demands such a sys
tem. In the U.S., competition - from Europe, the Far
East, and elsewhere - is not yet immediate enough to
force this issue, yet it is just as real. We know that
recognized quality is what creates competitiveness; we
must understand that recognized workforce skill is
what creates quality. Since we can no longer survive
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simply by trading with ourselves, we must respond to
this prindple.

• Prindple #4: Creating a competitive workforce
requires partnerships between labor, business,
and government.

Not even the most centralized of the European
governments pretends that creating a highly skilled
workforce can be accomplished by government alone.
In one form or another all of these programs are jointly
conceived and executed by labor, business, and govern
ment, and the role of business owners is crucial- both
in the development of policy and in its operation.

• Principle #5: There are no quick fixes; building
workforcecompetencerequires long-terminvest
ments and a patient, experimental attitude.

Especially in Sweden, but elsewhere as well, estab
lishing first-rate education and training systems has
involved steady and patient planning, trying, evaluat
ing, revising, and trying again - recognizing that no
one has the answer and that, in any event, the target is
constantly moving. What's more, the best programs are

customer driven and must change as customer needs
change. The best programs require a commitment and
investment by participants and, in tum, must assure
participants tha t they will have the fleXibility to craft
their own futures. Incontrast, U.S. programs are forever
in search of the single sweeping solution and typically
force clients to jump through eligibility hoops that have
little to do with their real needs or interests. As a
consequence, they fail, expensively.

• Principle #6: Compulsory school cannot pro
duce fully-prepared workers; everyone needs
further training.

Even Europe's best, most working-world-relevant
compulsory school systems - and they are very, very
good - don't expect their graduates to be fully pre
pared for the world of work. In every case, some post
compulsory school training system is in place - both
for students entering the workforce, and for workers
who wish to, or must, change jobs. Where the concept
of "life-long learning" is a trendy bit of theory among
education professionals in the U.S., it is an accepted fact
of life for individuals in many European countries and
in the businesses for whom they work.

23
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Initiatives and Issues

The Commission's staff asked me to identify initia
tives under way elsewhere that might provide guidance
to you as you consider Virginia's economic develop
ment programs. My first recommendation, of course, is
that you consider some of the programs under way in
Europe. They are described in my book Schoolworks.
which will be published in a few weeks. The Commis
sion staff has a copy of the original manuscript. The
book examines the details of the programs in four
countries - Sweden, West Germany, France, and Great
Britain - and, perhaps more importantly, identifies the
basic policy issues involved in the workforce compe
tence challenge, and describes a half dozen or so key
lessons to be gleaned from each country.

Closer to home, there are few places to direct your
attention. The book describes a local program in West
Philadelphia, full of innovations -some of them drawn
from Europe- that may help you in your deliberations.
The only other place I am aware of that has integrated
the workforce competence issue into its mainstream
economic development program is Michigan, one of the
nation's leaders in economic development innovation.
Michigan offidals traveled to Sweden, Denmark, and
West Germany, reviewed their labor market policies

and educational and training programs, and have be
gun creating their own statewide system for upgrading
workforce competence. They are explicitly linking
economic development, education, vocational educa
tion, and community college investments with the
competence needs of business and labor as an essential
part of their long-term economic development strategy,
begun some six years ago. It is, to the best of my
knowledge, the only state to have undertaken such an
initiative.

In the end, the European and American approaches
to economic competitiveness boil down to a simple
distinction: while the United States worries about the
competitiveness of companies, many European nations
focus on the competitiveness of individuals, believing
- I think correctly - that when individuals are com
petitive, companies and nations will be competitive as
well. ---lli.f--------
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Thank you for inviting me to speak to you about
rural economic development. I congratulate you
for including the subject on your economic devel

opment agenda, as it is emerging as an important area
for state action, not to mention the subject of consider
able discussion in Washington today. I will cover four
main points: first, a working definition of rural eco
nomic development; second, the problems of establish
ing successful state rural policy and programs; third, a
review of various approaches states can use to stimulate
rural economies; and finally, some thoughts on measur
ing success.

A Working Definition of Rural Economic
Development

Academics and bureaucrats have debated for years
about a definition of the word rural, and the debate will
probably continue for many years to come. The Council
of State Governments believes each state must establish
its own definition for policy and program purposes, and
we use the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Eco
nomic Research Service's designation of "non-metro
politan" counties to define rural in national studies.
Metropolitan counties are those surrounding core stan
dard metropolitan areas (MSAs) or those with a popu-

Iation of 50))00 or more. Non-metropolitan counties are
all the rest. As you might imagine, state definitions vary
widely. The State of New York, for instance, through its
Joint Legislative Commission on Rural Resources, de
fines rural as any county with a population of less than
200,000.

For many years, the word rural was synonymous
with agriculture. However, since the tum of the century
our economy in the United States, both in rural and
urban areas, has shifted from primarily producing food
to producing goods and services. The USDA's Eco
nomic Research Service, in 1985, produced a report, The
Diverse Social and Economic Structure of Nonmetro
politan America. which classifies nonmetro counties by
several economic and social factors, and that report is
one of the most important foundations for rural policy
research today. In easy-to-read maps, this report iden
tifies seven key types of rural counties: farming, manu
facturing, mining, government, poverty, federal lands,
and retirement. These maps clearly illustrate that rural
America as a whole is no longer just agricultural, al
though some regions remain very dependent on agri
culture.

What is the basis of the rural economy today? It is
varied across the country and across each state. Of the
3,155 counties in United States, 2,420 or almost 80 per- 25
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cent were non-metropolitan according to the 1980
Census. About 30 percent of these were classified by the
USDA study as farming-dependent; the same number
were manufacturing-dependent. Mining-dependent
counties, which include those relying on oil and gas, are
about ten percent of the total, and government-depend
ent counties and diversified counties account for ap
proximately 15 percent each. About one-fourth of all
non-metropolitan, or rural, counties are considered
retirement destinations, and about ten percent have
persistent poverty.

The study found just as many manufacturing-de
pendent counties as agriculture-dependent counties.
Nowhere is this transformation from farming to manu
facturing more apparent than in the South which has
gone from a region of small farms to one of factories.
The growth of manufacturing jobs has transformed the
rural South, allowing many households to rise out of
poverty. At the same time, however, this industry
brought a high proportion of low-wage, low-skilled
jobs to our region. Textile, wood products, leather
goods, shoes, apparel, and a few other low-wage indus
tries account for 40 percent of total nonmetro employ
ment in the South, but only 19 percent nationwide.

How does rural Virginia stack up compared to these
figures? Sixty-eight of your 98 counties are nonmetro-

politan, about the same as the national average. As you
might expect, manufacturing-dependentcounties make
up close to half of your nonmetropolitan areas, and re
tirement destination counties are about double the na
tional average. The figure which really surprised me,
however, is that only three of the 68 nonmetro counties
were considered fanning-dependent. In most parts of
rural America, and Virginia is no exception, economic
stress and dislocation of the '80s has been concentrated
in those areas which depend on goods-producing in
dustries such as agriculture, mining, and manufactur
ing.

I cite these statistics to illustrate a point you will
need to consider in rural economic development: agri
culture is a key ingredient in the rural economy, but is
not the only ingredient. In fact, research continues to
show a steady decline in the importance of farming as a
source of income to rural residents across the country.
Therefore, the state needs to consider the needs and
conditions of individual areas of the state in crafting
rural policy; a regional approach to rural development
will be much more successful than one focusing on any
particular industry or type of job.
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Establishing Successful State Rural Policy
and Programs

The Coundl of State Governments recommends
each state incorporate the following three goals into its
economic development policy:

• Create and retain jobs in rural areas;

• Assist resource-based businesses, especially ag
riculture, to adjust to changes in the economy, in
markets, and in consumer behavior;

• Help rural community leaders sustain a decent
quality of life for their citizens.

In the 1930s, when most federal farm and rural
policies were created, rural problems were agricultural
problems. The next round of interest in rural problems
carne dUring the 1950s and 60s, and the focus turned to
solving poverty and unemployment problems. Then
the early 1970ssaw the emphasis turn to regional plan
ning and federal funds for local initiatives. Finally,
during the mid-to-late 1980s, the dominant theme is
economic development, and we believe states - be
cause of their more localized perspective-may be able

to succeed where the federal government has failed in
creating effective and lasting rural policy initiatives.

Unlike Congress, states have been reluctant to cre
ate new programs to address agriculture and rural
development needs, and with good reason. The needs
of farmers and rural communities are not different than
those of their other dtizens, they are merely harder to
address because of remote locations. Some rural areas
are trying to cope with growth, others with decline.
Nevertheless, within the framework of existing pro
grams and policies, states have been creative in their
approach. In those cases where new programs and
agendeshave been created, careful thought and consid
eration carne first.

Approaches to Create and Retain Jobs
in Rural Areas

Small businesses are the driving force for growth in
our economy today. During the 1980s, at least six out of
every ten new jobs created were in small firms. Accord
ing to the U.S. Small Business Administration's re
search, 40 percent of our gross national product (GNP)
comes from small businesses, as does halfofall major in
novation. Small firms have produced ten million new
jobs during the decade of the 1980s, many of these
offsetting jobs lost by large firms. 27
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Small business development may be the most im
portant strategy for rural economic development in the
United States today. Unless we establish an explicit
policy of encouraging small firms to grow and develop
in rural areas, they will continue to lose their population
and economic vitality. For while small businesses have
created millions of new jobs, they are not equitably
distributed between urban and rural areas. Rural areas
contain about one-fourth of the U.S. population, yet
only ten percent of the new small business jobs of the
1980s were created in rural areas. Urban areas, with 75
percent of the population, had 90 percent of the new
jobs. Rural small businesses are only growing at about
one-third the rate of urban small firms.

What can states do to encourage small business
development in rural areas? The answers fall into eight
categories identified last year as part of Assisting Com
mitted Communities with Effective Solutions for Suc
cess (ACCESS), theU.S. SmallBusinessAdministration's
rural initiative: Capital, Training, Technology, Infor
mation, Markets, Education, Infrastructure, and Lead
ership. The following are a few examples of programs
to bring ACCESS to these key ingredients to rural areas.

Capital. In Arkansas a private foundation, the
Winthrop Rockefeller Foundation, with help from other
private investors and the state, created a rural develop-

ment bank, the Southern Development Bancorporation.
This company has a for-profit land development com
pany as well as a nonprofit development company as
subsidiaries and operates out of a bank it bought last
year, the Bank of Arkadelphia. The Southern Develop
ment Bancorporation is a model rural one-stop resource
center for capital in rural areas. It offers every type of
financial assistance: seed capital, venture capital, tradi
tionalloans and a high risk "good faith fund." It has
succeeded in capturing local money and investing it in
local entrepreneurs, a key to rural economic develop
ment success.

Training. Tennessee is testing a unique approach to
delivering business training and consultation services
in ruralareas, a MobileSmallBusiness Assistance Center.
Dreamed up at the Tennessee Valley Authority and the
U.s. Small Business Administration (SBA), a trailer has
been converted to a rolling office capable ofshowing the
latest training films, demonstrating computer software,
and holding private counseling sessions. Twelve com
munities have signed up for a week-long visit this year,
hosted by the local government and chamber of com
merce. Each community tailors the offerings to the
interests and needs of its businesses; often bankers
participate with the latest loan infonnation, and special
programs are held for young entrepreneurs.
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Technology. One discussion at the Center for Agri
culture and Rural Development's annual conference
last year stands out in my mind as the best way to bring
access to technology to rural areas: the small business
incubator. Often built in abandoned schools or utility
buildings in rural areas, incubators can give newly
started small firms low-eost research and development
laboratories and discounted office space for the first few
tough years. An important factor in their success is
access to good quality advice, so much so that the state
of Pennsylvania's Ben Franklin Partnership program
has arranged a circuit rider program for each incubator
from its best research university.

Information. While I was with the SBA last year, we
discovered over 700 state and federal programs which
can be used for rural economic development. Many of
these programs are more often used for urban develop
ment but could be just as useful in rural areas if the
communities knew they existed. But rural govern
ments, with smaller tax bases and smaller staffs, seldom
know about everything available to them, and often
don't pay someone to do the research to find out.

The SBA published the information about state and
federal programs in a book called Working Together
funded by Southwestern Bell, and we recommend each
state put together its own version of state and local
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programs. State-level guides to rural programs should
be published and distributed widely to banks, develop
ment groups, farm organizations, chambers of com
merce, and others interested in rural development.

Markets. Small businesses often need help with two
quite different aspects of marketing: understanding
and responding to consumer preferences, and selling
their product in new markets. Non-profit programs
which represent local small firms, such as the Oregon
Marketplace recently featured in the Washington Post.
or procurement technical assistance programs run by
local development organizations and community col
leges, are effective ways to overcome the second prob
lem. It appears that cooperatives have great promise as
a means to get more small business products to market
as well, although most of them are single-purpose. The
most noteworthy programs to help small businesses
respond to changes in the marketplace are found in the
agriculture sector, which I will discuss in a minute. I
hope our Small Business Development Centers and the
Cooperative Extension Service will be adapting these
approaches to the needs of other types of rural busi
nesses in the future.

Education, Infrastructure, and Leadership. Access
to an educated and literate workforce and the leaders
who will bring rural communities into the future, the 29
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human capital of rural America, is beyond the scope of
my talk today. However, many experts believe the
human dimension of rural development is every bit as
important as the jobs dimension. Infrastructure, we
could call it physical capital, also plays a key role in
successful rural development. Each state should regu
larly assess its infrastructure needs and the programs
available to meet them.

Before I leave the topic of creating rural jobs, I want
to mention one other approach states have found useful
in rural development. In 1988, with financial assistance
from the U.s. Department of Commerce's Economic
Development Administration, the Center for Agricul
ture and RuralDevelopment produced a series of Tech
nical Assistance Bulletins giving examples ofsuccessful
state strategies to accomplish the rural policy goals I
stated earlier: to create and retain jobs in rural areas, to
help agriculture-related businesses cope with the eco
nomic transition, and to sustain a decent way of life in
rural communities.

The first of these Bulletins describes a state program
which helps create rural jobs as well as urban jobs:
Business Retention and Expansion Programs (written
by George Morse of Ohio State University).

Business Retention and Expansion. There are sev
eral different models for business retention and expan-

sion programs, but all have one thing in common, they
regularly visit existing firms and try to help them solve
problems before they become crises. The state of New
Jersey program has developed in close coopera tion with
the private sector, and involves business-to-business
assistance. In Ohio, the county extension agents playa
role, while in Georgia, the state economic development
agency takes the lead.

Approaches to Help Agriculture and Other
Resource-Based Businesses

Three issues of the Bulletin series addressed the
major approaches to helping agriculture become more
profitable: attracting value-added business, agricul
tural marketing, and agriculture diversification.

Attracting Value-Added Businesses. A coopera
tive effort between state government and universities
typifies successful value-added business development
programs which link entrepreneurs with research and
financing. The unique feature of the value-added ap
proach is to attract new businesses from within the sta te
by adding value to the food or natural resource product
already produced there. Michigan did so with its Food
Industry Institute and Biotechnology Institutes in the
early 1980s, and several other states have followed their
example. I understand the Rural Virginia Development
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into its goals.

Agricultural Marketing. For many years, state
departments of agriculture had been little more than
convenient political subdivisions for the federal gov
ernment or commodity groups. This is no longer true,
as Commissioners of Agriculture have become actively
involved in creating new market opportunities for farm
ers and providing leadership in identifying and pro
moting new crops. Farmers markets, state-grown pro
motions, wine festivals, and state fairs have become
ways to get more rural products into the hands ofurban
dwellers. One of the best investments a state can make
in its farm economy is in an improved agriculture
marketing budget.

Agriculture Diversification. State agriculture di
versification programs respond to the needs of the farm
sector by helping farmers identify and enter markets
which are more dependable than foreign export mar
kets, helping them develop new farm-based products
and assisting in the use of new technologies, such as
irrigation, needed in the fruit and vegetable markets.
We recommend a diversified approach which includes
incentives for farmers to try new crops (both loans and
grants), funding for research, and a strong state-led
market development and information program. Sev-

eral states have established "linked deposit" programs
for agricultural diversification and small business de
velopment which invest state funds in banks which
agree to lend them at below-market rates for these pur
poses.

Sustaining the Quality of Rural Life

The third goal I mentioned earlier, sustaining the
quality of rural life, is really up to local leaders. If a
community's leaders want to stick their heads in the
sand and hope the changes all go away, there is really
very little the state or federal governments can do about
it. But in my experience, that attitude doesn't last very
long. Thanks to radio, television, and Videotape (not to
mention the grapevine) ruralAmericans have easy access
to information about what's going on elsewhere.

That is not to say there is no role for the state,
however. Far from it; the state has a critical role in
helping rural community leaders organize for their
futures, assess their strengths and weaknesses, develop
goals, and access the grants, technical assistance, and
other programs they need in order to be successful. A
major accomplishment should be to raise the awareness
of the needs of the rural areas and to reach a common
understanding about strategy. 31
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Several states have established special Commis
sions or Task Forces in order to do this. In Illinois, the
Governor's Task Force on the Future of Rural lllinois
was made up primarily of farmers and local officials. It
held several dozen hearings throughout the state before
issuing a report containing recommendations for every
major state agency. The New York Joint Legislative
Commission on Rural Resources was established in
1984 as a body of the state legislature and continues to
operate today as a very effective voice for rural needs
and issues. It held hearings and brainstorming sessions
for several years, and introduces an average of 12 new
bills each year.

We recommend that each state hold a summit on
rural development. This idea was introduced at our last
annual meeting by Mississippi Senator Rob Smith,
Kentucky Representative Adrian Arnold, and Okla
homa Senator Gilmer Capps. Their resolution, adopted
by the entire conference, called on each state to hold a
New Alliance for Rural America Summit in order to
bring together government and private sector leaders,
and university and local officials, to jointly establish pri
orities. It should serve as a vehicle for coordinating at
the highest levels of state government, with both the
Governor and legislative leadership directly involved.
Improved state policy should result from a Summit,
rather than instituting a hodge-podge of new programs

on a piecemeal basis. For example, you would be most
likely to:

• Develop a rural development approach on a re
gional, rather than a sectoral basIS. This should
be less brittle when major problems in the rural
economy, such as drought or devaluation of the
dollar, occur in the future. Some large states are
considering holding regional summits leading
up to a statewide summit.

• Target existing resources rather than consider
large new spending. In Illinois, the Governor
enacted one of his Task Force's recommenda
tions before the ink was dry on their report, a
"Rural FairShare" initiative which required state
agencies to review their allocations to rural areas
and to try and make it about equal to the percent
age of the population in rural areas (25 percent in
Illinois).

• Coordinate and consolidate existing programs
rather than create new ones. There may already
be too many programs, some of them inade
quately funded, trying to serve rural areas.

The summit is not the ending point in state rural de
velopment policy, only the beginning. We believe,
however, it will get states off to the right start if the top
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sta te and priva te leaders are involved in a thoughtful
way in setting priorities. The Centerfor Agriculture and
Rural Development will be able to provide assistance to
several states planning summits this year and next. We
certainly hope Virginia is one of them.

Measuring Success

There has been little or no formal evaluation of the
effectiveness of rural development efforts by state gov
ernments. There are several indirect measures which a
state could use to see if its policies or programs have
been successful in creating jobs or saving rural commu
nities.

Should you adopt a policy of rural job crea tion, there
are several state data sources which could be used to
measure its effectiveness: retail sales and personal
income improvement (from tax revenues), employment
and unemployment (from unemployment insurance),
or change in poverty and welfare (from welfare data).

The success of a policy to improve quality of rural
life, to help local leaders keep their communities alive,
might be measured by looking at changes in popula tion,
a slower outmigration, or lower vacancy rates in main
street stores.

The real question we need to ask ourselves, though,
is whether states can afford not to have a rural develop-

ment policy. I think we are living with some of the
results ofnot having an effective national rural develop
ment policy in this country today - high urban crime
rates, traffic congestion, homelessness, decaying infra
structure, and overcrowding are all, at least in part, the
result of the continuing migration of people from rural
areas to the cities throughout this century.

When we fail to invest in rural development, we pay
much more in order to solve urban problems. Can we
afford for our rural talent, our young people, to leave
because they can't find jobs? Must we live with urban
sprawl, with our farms turned into shopping malls,
because small communities don't have a future? I don't
think so - but it will take the vision and dedication of
state leaders throughout the country to keep this from
happening. Believe me, if we wait for the federal gov
ernment to solve the problems of rural America, we will
have an awfully long wait.

In closing, I want to encourage you to continue to
think and talk about the future of rural Virginia and the
role of thesta teo And please remember, as H.L. Mencken
said, "For every difficult problem there is a simple
solution ... and it is always wrong!"
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Section Five

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS
FOR STATE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT:

The Central Role of Govemment-University-Industry
Collaboration"

Presented by:

Don I. Phillips

Executive Director
Govemment-University-Industry
Research Roundtable

National Academies of Sciences and
Engineering and the Institute of Medicine

T he purpose of this paper is to describe what state
governments across the country are doing to
marshal their science and technology resources to

promote economic development. I will describe the
magnitude and breadth of this state activity, the central
features of the strategy employed by most states, and
the reasons states have turned their attention to science
and technology as central elements in their economic
development plans, and I will conclude by trying to put
these new science- and technology-based activities into
a larger perspective.

I will begin by recounting some recent history:

"Two years ago ten American high technology compa
nies, including Control Data, Honeywell, Lockheed, Motor
ola, Sperry, and NCR, stepped forward to meet the Japanese
challenge for supremacy in supercomputer development by
pooling resources to form aresearch consortium called Micro
electronics and Computers Corporation (MCC). The consor
tium hired a former deputy head of the Central Intelligence
Agency, Admiral Bobby Inman, to run MCC, and theadmiral
set out to find a permanent home for his new company.

• The viev.rs expressed here are those of the author, and do not represent an
official statement of the Research Rotmdtable nor of its sponsoring organi
zations, the National Academies of Scieoces and Eogineering and the
Institute of Medicine.

Admiral Inman and his associates toured the country like an
imperial court as mayors and governors extolled the virtues of
their respective sites and offered up such tangible induce
ments as real estate, research facilities, and endowed profes
sorships. When the bidding finally peaked with an unbeatable
offer from Texas, Inman had secured a multi-million dollar
package, including 30 million dollars in faculty endowments
at the University of Texas in Austin, 37 million dollars in
equipment and operating expenses, 20 acres of land at nomi
nal rent in the Balcomes Research Park, 20 million dollars
worth of office space, subsidized home mortgages for MCC
employees, a petty cash fund of a half-million dollars for
country club initiation fees and other services, and a Lear jet
with two pilots available at all times. Some 60 mayors and 27
governors complained about the unfairadvantage ofTexas oil
money and promised theirconstituents abetter showing next
time.

The great MCC bidding war marks a special chapter in
American industrial history. State and local governments
across the county have discovered scientific research and
technolo&al innovation as the prime force for economic
growth and job creation." [underline added]

Governor Bruce Babbitt
Issues in Science and Technology 35
Fall 1984
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What the States are Doing

Thecurrentscaleofstate technology programsacross
the country supports Governor Babbitt's observation.
A survey of all states by the Minnesota Office of Science
and Technology shows that 43 states have at least one
program that specifically encourages technological
innovation and that over $550 million were allocated for
state science and technology initiatives for the 1988
fiscal year. I have included the major charts and figures
from this Minnesota report because it is the best com
prehensive picture of what is going on across the coun
try. Let me review the highlights:

• State technology development programs are as
varied as the states, and include efforts to stimu
late research, introduce technology into firms,
support capital acquisition, improve manage
ment, and determine overall state technology
policy. Table I includes descriptions of the vari
ous types of state technology programs.

• Table II shows that each state develops its own
strategy to meet its needs. The mix of programs
varies with each state.

36
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• Figure A shows that the largest amount of state
funding (41.2 percent) was allocated to technol
ogy or research centers to promote research and
development.

• The range ofexpenditures by the individualstates
in fiscal year 1988 went from zero to over $76
million, as shown in Table III. In general those
states that have invested most are the traditional
manufacturing states of the northeast and the
midwest.

• The final table (Table N) shows the per capita ex
penditures for state technology programs across
the states.

In addition to this substantial activity undertaken
by individual states, regional consortia ofstates also are
forming to combine their science and technology re
sources for regional economic development. Gover
nors of the six New England states passed a resolution
to establish a New England Technology Advisory
Council that will coordinate resources to address issues
ofregional importanceinvolving technological resea rch,
development, and commercialization. Virginia is part
of two such consortia, the Southern Technology Coun-
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cil, which is a component of the SouthernGrowth Policy
Board, and the Southeastern Universities Research As
sociation.

Given that the benefits from the investments in
science and technology can rarely if ever be limited to
the boundaries ofone state and tha tone state alone often
cannot pull together all the financial, human, and tech
nical resources necessary for advanced science and
technology programs, it makes sense that regional
consortia are becoming a part of state science and tech
nology programs. The obstacles to forming such con
sortia - political, operational, and financial - are
equally obvious, however, and while it is not easy to
make them work, their advantages warrant the contin
ued efforts of state leaders.

The ultimate goal of all of these varied activities
across the states is economic diversification through the
creation of new jobs,new firms, and a more competitive
position for existing industries, that in tum will result in
increased revenues for the state and increased per
capita income for its citizens.

Elements of a State Strategy

Although each state sets its own course and its
own objective for its science and technology programs,

fLARe Workslwp on Economic Development

there are central features of these state strategies com
mon to most states. They are:

• The strategy is designed by groups of govern
ment, industry, financial, labor, and university
and other education officials and representatives
of the public. It is desirable that there be a focal
point and capacity at the staff level within both
the executive and legislative branches of state
government to participate in this design and
planning process, and in subsequent program
operation. Strong political champions in both
branches also are part of the process.

• The strategy is centered around identifying and
designing programs to take advantage of the ex
isting strengths of the state. Priorities are estab
lished; no one state can do everything.

• Toward the ultimate goal of increasing economic
development, objectives include meeting the
needs of existing companies for new technology
and personnel, starting new technology-based
companies, and providing a science and technol
ogy infrastructure that will help in attracting new
companies to the state and additional federal
R&D dollars and facilities. There are no silver
bullets; a variety of approaches is used. 37
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• In addition to a focus on specific areas for techno
logical and economic development, strengthen
ing university research and education, education
in other postsecondary institutions, and the K-12
education system also is part of the strategy.

• The role of state government in program opera
tion is to provide partial financial support and to
serve as a catalyst for cooperation among indus
try, universities, and the financial sector. Gov
ernment-university-industry cooperation is a
characteristic that pervades all programs, with
industry financial contributions a common ele
ment. These contributions are viewed as an
indicator of the value and relevance of the pro
grams.

• A difficult task for state government is devising
ways to balance investments in centers of excel
lence and strength with those investments that
are spread more broadly to all institutions in the
state.

• Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the per
spective in designing these programs is long
term. While there are near-term milestones
such as numbers ofuniversity-industry coopera-

tive programs, amount of industry contributions,
patents obtained, company start-ups financed,
and responses to industry requests for informa
tion and technical assistance-these contribute to
the ultimate goal of increasing jobs only in the
long term (see Figure B).

Why a Science and Technology Strategy for
Economic Development?

Judging by this list, the science and technology
strategy for economic development does not appear to
be the currency of political fortunes. The investments
are for the long-term. Except for the rare example of an
MCC, a SEMATECH, or a Superconducting Supercol
lider, there is not the visibility of ribbon cuttings and
plant sitings. So, why are state elected officials staking
their political reputations and investing significant
amounts of resources in these types of activities?

The answer lies in the changing state of the U.S. and
state economies over the past decade. The U.S. techno
logical lead in the quarter century following WWII has
badly eroded in many industries, and in some the U.S.
now is a lagger. State governments feel this directly and
saw it in terms of economic recession and increases in
unemployment that began in 1980. Given the tradi
tional concern of the states with jobs, these conditions
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call for action. And in the early 1980s the states realized
that the federal government did not have the resources
nor the insights to help; a grass roots, locally generated
and designed approach was required.

Furthermore, states realized that their traditional
approach to job creation centered on smokestack chas
ing would be inadequate. Smokestack chasing is a zero
sum game that adds no competitive advantage to the
nation. While in the past, individual states have been
satisfiedto realize theirownshort-term gains, thenumber
of such plant relocations was expected to decline, and
the competition among the states was expected to be
come more fierce - Le., all states were becoming good
at it and the advantage of states that had been at it for
awhile, likeVirginia, was diminishing. So, states sought
new approaches. They responded to studies showing
that helping new, small businesses creates more jobs
than trying to lure giant smokestack industries. They
came to the realization that the application of scientific
and technological knowledge is a major factor in eco
nomic expansion and diversification, and a key to the
formation of new businesses and the competitive sur
vival of old ones.

Another factor contributing to the interest of state
officials in science and technology strategies for eco-
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nomic development was their observation that states
are particularly well suited to promote technological
innovation. Think of these facts: two-thirds of the
nation's research universities are public institutions,
most of which are supported by state governments;
elementary and secondary educational systems are the
responsibility of state and local governments, which,
regardless of action by the federal government, must
take the lead if significant improvements are to be
achieved; state and local governments are the prime
points of contact with the many aspects of economic
activity that entail industry-government interaction;
and people are essential in technological innovation,
and people can more easily relate to state and local
governments than to distant federal agencies. While
there are critical roles that the federal government must
play, states can be particularly effective in forging rela
tionships among universities and industry in research,
technology development, training, and financing. And
finally, it is more politically legitimate for a state to try
to collaborate with industry in the quest to promote
technological development. Many business and politi
cal leaders who are sensitive to federal intrusion on
privatesectorprerogatives welcomethe effortsbystates.
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During the 1980s states have changed the rules ofthe
game for their economic development programs. Sci
ence and technology have become central elements of
their strategies. They have demonstrated their effec
tiveness in mobilizing government, university, and
industry collaboration in research and technological
development directed to the needs of local and regional
companies. State programs in research and its applica
tion are contributing to helping American firms com
pete in what is becoming a borderless and increasingly
fierce market. These state programs are important for
the states; they are important for the nation. The pro
grams contribute to economic development; they con
tribute to needed improvements in our science and
technology infrastructure.

It is obvious that I am an enthusiast for these pro
grams. This enthusiasm needs to be tempered some
what, however, in recognition of the larger context in
which these programs fit. I would like to conclude with
two cautionary notes and a recommendation.

The first cautionary note is the repetition of an
earlier statement. Investments in science and technol
ogy are long-term approaches to economic develop
ment. How will they fare within the changing fortunes

of state budgets? Will they become institutionalized
beyond the terms of the initial political champions? The
base of support for these programs is still forming and
is not always aided by a highly visible bidding war such
as Governor Babbitt described for MCC. A general
acceptance of and patience with the long-term nature of
the science and technology strategies for economic
development by state government are absolutely neces
sary and I expect will be difficult to achieve.

The second cautionary note in a sense turns the total
paper on its head. As much as I have said about the
importance of science and technology to economic
development, nonetheless it is important to add that
economic development depends on much more than
science and technology. The following comments by
Harold Shapiro, president of Princeton, convey the
point:

"...if we want to get economic growth out of new science
and technology, we have to pay attention to what I call "eve
rything else," and the everything else really could not be
summarized better than by saying "how groups work to
gether" - how we relate to each other, how we treat each
other, and how we trust each other.
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...what may not be in our best interest is the belief that
superiority in science alone - at the expense of "everything
else" - will ensure this country's economic strength

The lessons of history tell us otherwise. For example, it
was not Britain's science and technology superiority that
made it first in the Industrial Revolution. It was political
stability, it was the society's concept of private property, it
was decentralization of authority in British institutions. It
was not that the British had better science than did Belgium
and France. It is very, veryseldom that amonopoly on science
alone has produced atremendous spurt in sustained economic
and social dividends. Why is it that we do not read that
lesson?"

I end with a recommendation: As you are consider
ing a science and technology strategy for economic
development, and as this consideration takes you into
concerns about the science and technology institutions
and programs within Virginia, I urge you to also con
sider that state investments in science and technology
mustbe for purposes that go beyond economic develop
ment and include objectives such as environmental
maintenance, a healthy citizenry, and energy efficiency.

'Gomory and Shapiro, "A Diawgue on Competitiveness," Issues in Science
and Technowgy. (National Academy Press, 1988)
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Just as in the area of job creation, states always have had
an important role in each of these areas, and if anything
their role is increasing. My only point is that just as state
policy makers are concerned with the adequacy and the
contributions of the science and technology infrastruc
ture to job creation, they must also be concerned with
the adequacy and the contributions of that infrastruc
ture for these other purposes.

...---r.~-
Note: Tables and figures for this essay follow.
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state, and enhancing the competitiveness of existing industries
through the application of advanced technology processes or prod
ucts.

42

Technology Offices. These include boards, commissions, authori
ties, or offices that oversee or coordinate state technology initiatives.
The most common type of structure is a public/private partnership
of representatives from private firms, academia, and state govern
ment. Technology offices may operate as independent public agen
cies or private nonprofit corporations. The duties and responsibili
ties of technology offices range from the administration of multi
million dollar technology centers to information dissemination and
advisory services.

TechnicallManagerial Assistance. Technical or managerial assis
tance programs assist in the development of business plans and
marketing strategies, advise firms on personnel, accounting, and
legal matters, and identify sources of financing. Professionals also
evaluate product lines and manufacturing processes, assist in the use
of state-of-the-art design and manufacturing tools, and identify
special expertise at universities and other research centers.

Technology/Research Centers. These centers, also known as
"Advanced Technology Centers" or "Centers of Excellence," are
usually located at universities or affiliated with them. They strive to
increase cooperation between academic institutions and state-based
industries. These centers generally concentrate on a particular field
of research that draws on the strengths of a university and/or the
major industries in the state. Technologyor research centers assist in
the creation of new firms through the development and enhance
ment of products and processes, attracting new industries to the

Technology Transfer. Technology transfer programs facilitate the
transmission of new technologies from the laboratory to the private
sector. These technologies can become the impetus for the creation
of new business, the introduction of new products lines for estab
lished firms, or the revitalization of mature industries. Technology
transfer is achieved through information exchange and active out
reach programs that seek users for existing and newly-developed
technologies.

Research Grants. Research grants are usually made to universities
based on joint proposals from the university and a private sector
sponsor. Most often, these grants require a certain level of matching
funds from the private sector. Grant approval usually depends on its
potential for economic development and future job creation.

Incubators. Incubator facilities provide below-market rates for
office and lab space for start-up companies. In addition, these
facilities offer shared support for clerical, reception, and computer
services. Once a company has progressed to a specified development
level, it is expected to leave the incubator in order to allow the facility
to accommodate new start-up companies. Incubator facilities are
usually located in or near advanced technology centers and commer
cial research parks.

Research Parks. Research parks are planned groupings of technol
ogy companies, often near universities, that encourage university/
private partnerships. They draw industry to a particular location
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and provide incubator facilities and services that encourage the
development of new business. Generally, states provide initial
capital with the requirement that future funds come from private
sources.

SeedNenture Capital. Seed and venture capital programs provide
risk financing to early-stage companies that are unable to secure
funds from traditional sources. Funding is provided to start-up
companies whose projects have commercial and/or job creation po
tential. Seed capital is provided to companies that have yet to
develop a marketable product. Venture capital financing is available
to developing companies with established business plans and com
mercially feasible projects.

Technical Training_ Realizing the significance of a skilled workforce
for attracting high technology businesses, states offer various train
ing programs. States either sponsor programs through an institute

JLARe Workslwp on Economic Development

for higher learning or provide financial assistance to private compa
nies to implement their own training programs.

Equity/Royalty Investment. States with equity or royalty invest
ment programs provide risk capital to new start-up businesses and
developing firms. Funding is generally available to companies with
commercially feasible products and processes. Typically, funds are
used as working capital for land and equipment purchases, organ
izational expenses, and research and development efforts. Equity
investments provide the state with a share by ownership in the
financial success of the firm. Royalty investments require a repay
ment to the state based either on a dollar amount per unit sold or a
percentage of gross or net revenues.

Source: Minnesota Department of Trade and Development, Office of
Science and Technology, 1988.
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Science and Technology Programs By State
Technical & Seed

Technology Managerial Capital Venture Tax Equity
State Offices Assistance Incubators Programs Capital Incentives Programs

Alabama .I .I .I
Alaska .I .I
Arizona .I
Arka.nsas .I .I .I
California
Colorado .I i
Connecticut .I .I
Delaware .I .I
Florida .I .I
Georgia .I .I
Hawaii .I .I
Idaho .I
Illinois .I
Indiana .I .I .I
Iowa .I .I .I
Kansas .I .I .I
Kentucky .I .I .I
Louisiana
Maine .I
Maryland .I
Massachusetts .I
Michigan .I
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Minnesota- .I
Mississippi
Missouri .I
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Technical & Seed
Technology Managerial Capital Venture Tax Equity

State Offices Assistance Incubators Programs Capital Incentives Programs

Montana ,/ ,/ ,/

Nebraska ,/ ,/

Nevada
New Hampshire ,f ,/

New Jersey ,/ ,/ ,/

New Mexico ,/

New York ,/ ,/

North Carolina ,/ ,/ ,/

North Dakota ,/

Ohio ,/ ,/

South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont

,/

,/
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Technology Research &
Royalty & Research Research Technology Technical Technology Information/

State Programs Centers Grants Transfer Training Parks Networking

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado ,/
Connecticut ,/ ,/ ,/
Delaware ,/ ,/ ,/
Florida ,/ ,/
Georgia
Hawaii

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine ,/ ,/ ,/

,/ ,/
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State

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota

South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont

Royalty
Programs

Technology
& Research

Centers

"
"

Research
Grants

""

"
"
"

""
"

Technical
Training

Research &
Technology

Parks
Information/
Networking

""

Source: Minnesota Department ofTrade and Development, Office of Science and Technology, 1988.
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1988 Fiscal Funding for Technology Initiatives

Total State Initial Miscellaneous
State State Funding General Funds State Funding Bond Issue Funding Source*

Alabama $2,855,205 $1,055,205 $1,800,000 (a)
Alaska 30,000 30,000
Arizona 7,000,000 7,000,000
Arkansas 3,150,000 3,150,000
California 5,900,000 5,900,000
Colorado 3,700,000 3,700,000
Connecticut 12,550,000 9,450,000 $ 3,100,000
Delaware 1,650,000 1,550,000 100,000
Flotida 27,958,000 27,958,000
Georgia 11,094,430 11,094,430
Hawaii 2,851,000 2,851,000
Idaho °Illinois 13,540,000 12,540,000 1,000,000
Indiana 10,637,500 10,637,500
Iowa 4,895,000 1,395,000 3,500,000 (b)
Kansas 3,550,000 3,425,000
Kentucky (FY89) 560,000 560,000
Lotiisiana °Maine 184,280 184,280
Maryland 7,365,750 7,365,750
Massachusetts 14,665,000 14,665,000
Michigan 13,063,500 13,063,500
Minnesota 39,439,200 39,439,200

48
Mississippi 9,300,000 9,300,000

*Miscellaneous Funds: (a) State Trust Funds (b) State Lottery (c) State Gaming Funds
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'Miscellaneous Funds: (d) State Lottery (e) Future Fund
Source: Minnesota Department of Trade and Development, Office of Science and Technology, 1988.

State

Missouri
Mohtana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee-
Texas
lJtah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Total
State Funding

28,566,000
3,550,000

858,500
o

200,000
76,345,000
7,654,000

22,129,300
23,357,000

207,000
18,000,000
12,046,375
2,215,000

49,050,000
2,000,000

o
3,050,000

13,109,400
60,690,000
5,187,000

o
9,400,000

11,000,000
150,000

18,978,000
o

State
General Funds

28,466,000
3,550,000

858,sao

200,000
19,345,000
7,654,000

22,129,300
23,357,000

207,000
18,000,000
12,046,375

49,050,000
2,000,000

9,400,000
11,000,000

150,000
18,978,000

Initial
State Funding

100,000

Bond Issue

57,000,000

Miscellaneous
Funding Source'"

2,215,000 (d)

3,050,000 (e)
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ITABLE IV [jWWMhWli;;;;gmWWiAiWlli%%H@lWjVk\iW@¥;WHiKWM%4bWj]l@VNP8%@WVIU'VVVjPMhiihbiHiu;jjjimh\
1988 State Technology Per-<:apita Expenditures

State Fundin& Population Per-Capita ~ Funding: Population Per--Capita

Alabama $2,855,205 4,083,000 0.70 Montana $3,550,000
Alaska 30,000 525,000 0.06 Nebraska 858,500
Arizona 7,000,000 3,386,000 2.07 Nevada 0
Arkansas 3,150,000 2,388,000 1.32 New Hampshire 200,000
California 5,900,000 27,663,000 021 New Jersey 76,345,000
Colorado 3,700,000 3,296,000 1.12 New Mexico 7,654,000
Connecticut 12,550,000 3,211,000 3.91 New York 22,129,300
Delaware 1,650,000 644,000 2.56 North Carolina 23,357,000
florida 27,958,000 12,023,000 2.32 North Dakota 207,000
Georgia 11,094,430 6,222,000 1.78 Ohio 18,000,000
Hawaii 2,851,000 1,083,000 2.63 Oklahoma 12,046,375
Idaho 0 998,000 0 Oregon 2,215,000
Illinois 13,540,000 11,582,000 1.17 Pennsylvania 49,050,000
Indiana 10,637,500 5,531,000 192 Rhode Island 2,000,000
Iowa 4,895,000 2,834,000 1.73 South Carolina 0
Kansas 3,550,000 2,476,000 1.43 South Dakota 3,050,000
Kentucky (fY89) 560,000 3,727,000 0.15 Tennessee 13,109,400
Louisiana 0 4,461,000 0 Texas 60,690,000
Maine 184,280 1,187,000 0.16 Utah 5,187,000
Maryland 7,365,750 4,535,000 1.62 Vermont 0
Massachusetts 14,665,000 5,855,000 2.50 Virginia 9,400,000
Michigan 13,063,500 9,200,000 1.42 Washington 11,000,000
Minnesota 39,439,200 4,246,000 929 West Virginia 150,000
Mississippi 9,300,000 2,625,000 3.54 Wisconsin 18,978,000

50 Missouri 28,566,000 5,103,000 5.60 Wyoming 0

809,000 4.39
1,594,000 0.54
1,007,000 0
1,057,000 0.19
7,672,000 9.95
1,500,000 5.10

17,825,000 124
6,413,000 3.64

672,000 0.31
10,784,000 1.67
3,272,000 3.68
2,724,000 0.81

11,936,000 4.11
986,000 2.03

3,425,000 0
709,000 4.30

4,855,000 2.70
16,789,000 3.61
1,680,000 3.09

548,000 0
5,904,000 1.59
4,538,000 2.42
1,897,000 0.08
4,807,000 3.95

490,000 0

Source: Minnesota Department of Trade and Development, Office of Science and Technology, 1988.
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IFIGURE A !lttI@tj1IThl t }t;·.·Wtnn ·························.·.··tiU·;:V i tnll:nv:t ·.·;;:Fn):WnWi:: :'::TWi:niK:liW:iW: Itt.·.t@!
Science and Technology Initiatives

Distribution of State Expenditures in the U.S.
Fiscal Year 1988

Research Grants

27.3%

TechnologylResearch Cenlers

Other Technology Programs 7.7%

TechnicallManagerial Assistance 2%

Venture CapItal 2.8%

Seed CapItal 4%

Technology Transfer 8.3%

Source; Minnesota Department of Trade and Deuelopment, Office of Science and Technology, 1988.
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Common Elements of State Government Programs in
Science and Technology for Economic Development

PROXIMATE GOALS ULTIMATE GOAL

jobs/companies
income/revenues
economic development

-
University or
cooperative

program with
a university

State $~ r---------,/ new technology

~graduates

-lo... increased quality of
'--------'''' _ university research

-_.., "'-
Federal $ ./ etc.

Industry $ -------->-

52
Source: State Government Strategies for Self-Assessment of Science and Technology Programs for Economic Develqpment. April 1987,

Government-University-Industry Research Roundtable.



Section Six

THE ROLE OF LEGISLATURES IN

STATE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Presented by:

Dan Pilcher

Program Manager
Economic Development
National Conference of
StaIe Legislatures

"The talk today is ofthe 'changing worldeconomy.' I wish
toargue that theworldeconomyis not 'changing';ithasalready
changed-in its foundations and in its structure-and in all
probalrility the change is irreversible.

Practitioners, whether in government or in business,
cannot wait until there is anew theory. They have to act. And
their actions will be more likely to succeed the more they are
based on the realities of a changed world economy."

Peter Drucker
"The Changed World &onomy"
Foreign Affairs, Spring 1986

This paper will provide an overview of state legis
lative involvement in analyzing a state's economy
andincreating,implementing,funding,andevalu

ating state economic development strategies, policies,
and programs.

The thesisof thispaperis thattheactiveand informed
involvementofthe legislature is essential fora successful
state economic development effort. The legislature
should work in a cooperative partnership with the
govemor and his staff, the state economic development
agency, localunitsofgovernment, theacademiccommu
nity, and the private sector Garge corporations, small
business, labor, agriculture, finance, and other major
economic sectors).

The intensenature ofintemationaIeconomiccompe
tition, the rapid pace of technological change, the often
painful transformation of the U.S. economy, and the
withdrawal of the federal government from a role in
economic development has driven a central point home
to the states: it is up to each state to respond.

The Changed World Economy

The two forces that are driving the global economy
today-and causing the structural changes in the U.s.
economy-are the rapid changes in technology and the
fierce level ofglobal economiccompetition. In1970,only
20 percent of U.S. goods and services faced foreign
competition. In 1980, 70 percent of U.S. goods and
services faced foreign competition. Other facts that
illustrate the transformation of the U.S. economy:

• Since 1987, the U.5. has lost 27 percent of its jobs
in manufacturing. Yet the percentage of gross
national product that is due to manufacturing re
mains at about 21-22 percent. Only nine percent
of U.S. workers remain in manufacturing.

• The number ofAmericans who areself-employed
or run theirown firms now is equal to the number
that belong to unions. 53
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• Since 1980, the Fortune 500 companies have lost
three million jobs-while firms of less than 100
employees have gained ten million jobs.

• The U.S. can no longer compete in industries that
produce basic, standardized products because
they can be produced overseas where labor costs
are dramatically less. Workers in Asia earn in one
day what American workers earn in one hour.

• In 1970, imports were only nine percent of all
goods bought by Americans; by 1980, imports
totaled 22 percent.

• The average time that elapsed between a research
breakthrough in a laboratory of the industrial era
and commercialization of that breakthrough was
15 years. That time lag by the mid-1970s had
dwindled to three to four years.

• During the industrial era, the average life ofa new
product was measured in decades. It is now three
to five years for electronic products.

The U.S. has been undergoing an economic transfor
mation because of the twin-and related-forces of

international competition and changing technology. At
the foundation of these two forces is the advent of the
computer and the way in which the microelectronic
revolution has changed the U.S. economy as well as that
of its competitors.

The industrial economy of the U.S. is transforming
from onebased on large-scale, stable corporations to one
characterized by rapid change, technological innova
tion, and intensiveuse ofknowledge. As David Osborne
writes in Laboratories of Democracy. published in 1988,
the competitive advantage for the U.S. lies in "sophisti
cated new products and services that depend on ad
vanced technologies and skilled workers." According to
Osborne:

"Ina worldawash in low-wage labor, ourfuturerests upon
our ability to make research breakthroughs in the laboratory,
to translate those breakthroughs into new products and proc
esses, and to manufacture the results using the kind of tech
nological sophistication and skilled labor that is still rare in de
veloping countries. In a nutshell, our future rests upon our
ability to compete.

Although most solutions to this economic challenge will
befound in theprivatesector, the statescan playaroleas broker,
catalyst, and partner."
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State Initiatives in Economic Development • An explicit definition of economic development,

Since the mid-1970s, but especially during the 1980s,
most states took a very active role in economic develop
ment by adopting a wide range of initiatives as they
sought to revitalize their economies, diversify, and
become more competitive in the global marketplace.
Economic development, however, has often been char
acterized by a lack of agreement on what is "economic
development," including such issues as:

• The changes that have taken place in the world
economy, the U.S. economy and the economy of
individual states,

• An objective understandingand consensus on the
strengths and weaknesses of a state's economy,

• The indicators and measurements of a state's
economy to determine the so-called "businesscli
mate" or its economic competitiveness,

• The roles of the public and private sectors in eco
nomic development as well as the nature of the
"partnership" (such partnerships have become
one of the most important characteristics of state
economic development) between them,

• A "vision" of what the state's economic future
could be with concerted public-private action,

• Thenature ofgoals and objectivesin economic de
velopment,

• The types ofinitiativesand strategies (both short
as well as long-term) that should be taken to try
to reach the goals.

Because of the lack of agreement on these major
questions, a small but growing number of states have
taken steps to craft stra tegic economic development
plans. Not all have been su.ccessful. As Scott ~osler of
the Committee for EconomIC Development pomts out,
"The challenge is to identify which combination of ac
tionswillhave thehighest economicimpact in thecontext
of a changing world economy and the condition of a
state's own economy.'"

'Fosler, R. Scott. "Strategies for State Economic Development." Presenta
tion to the Leadership Conference, Maryland House of Delegates, Annapo-
lis, Md., Dec. 14, 1987. Committee for Economic Development, 1700 K 55
Street,N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006.
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Innovation: The Key to State Economic
Competitiveness

Traditional economic development (known as in
dustrial recruitment or smoke-stack chasing and more
recently as micro-chip chasing) has been turned upsi~e

down by the revolution in thinking about economIc
competitiveness and sources of job growth.

In most states, according to Roger Vaughan, co
author of The Wealth of States: Policies for a Dynamic
Economy, which was published in 1985, relocations and
new branch plants account for less than 5 p.ercent o~n~w
jobgrowth. Therestcomesfromtheexpa~lOnofexlStmg
firms and the start-up of new, small busmesses. Conse
quently, states have concentrated on "growth from
within."

State policymakers have become increasingly criti
cal of industrial recruitment and the costs of the tax and
otherincentives thatstates offertoattractbusinesses. For
example, the Volkswagon plant which cost Pennsy.lva
nia $100 million only reached half of the prollliSed
workforce level-and now it's shut down. It became
known as the "Rabbit that ate Pennsylvania."

The key to state economic competitiveness is rapid
innovation in quality ofproducts and in producing new

products. How well the U.S. performs economically
against its global competitors will depend on how well
it innovates. Thus, its most important resource will be
"entrepreneurs," those willing to innovate and take
risks.

To innovate means to emphasize the "home-grown"
economy and to build from within. It means putting
industrial recruitmentinperspectiveandgivingita more
balanced emphasis. In addition, the selling points for
recruitmentarebecoming the intellectual infrastructure,
research universities, and public-private technology
partnerships that transfer the fruits of research to the
marketplace as new products or new manufacturing
processes.

During the mid- to late 1970s, in a few pioneering
states (Pennsylvania, California, Massachusetts, and
Connecticut), the emphasis in economic development
shifted to the start-up and growth of new, technology
intensive businesses.

Key characteristics of thesestate innovations are that
they seekto change the waythe market (whether in R&D
and technology transfer, capital, labor-management
relations, jobtraining, etc.) operates and tofillin the gaps
as a last resort. It means investing in the process of
change-but not subsidizing individual firms.
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State Spending on Economic Development

In fiscal year 1988, the states spent more than $1
billion on economic development, according to the
Na~or~al Association ~f State Development Agencies.
(thIS fIgure, however, IS only for state economic devel
opment agencies. It does not take into account state
expendituresin other areas onbehalf ofeconomic devel
?pment o~appropriations to quasi-public organizations
Involved In such areas as capital financing, job training
technology innovation and transfer, research and devel~
opment, and strategic planning.)

The average state spent $21 million in FY 1988. One
state appropriated more than $246 million. Since 1982,
the average state appropriation for economic develop
ment has doubled every two years.

As mentioned, recruitment used to be the primary
strategy ofstateeconomicdevelopment. Now,however,
the average state spends 54 percent of its economic
develoI?mentagency~ndson!n-statebusinessstart-up,
exp~nsIOn, aJ.ld retentIOn, whIle 15 percent is spent on
foreIgn recruItment and 31 percent on domestic recruit
ment, according to the NASDA survey.

The Role of Legislatures in Economic
Development

State legislatures have been involved in economic
development in at least five major ways:

• Enactment of programs. Whether the proposals
come from the governor, the economic develop
ment agency, individual legislators, or from oth
ers, the legislature will enact the statutes that
create the programs.

• Progra~ ~nding. Through the bUdgetary and
appropnatIOns process, the legislature appropri
ates funds to run the economic development
agency and its programs.

• Executiveagencies. Legislaturescreateorrestruc
ture, ~r b~th, the state agencies and quasi-public
orgarnzatIOns that are responsible for economic
development.

• Strategicplanning. Inasmallnumberofstates,the
legislatures have participated in the creation of a
broad, long-term economic development strat-
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egy. Insomeofthosestates,thelegislaturewasthe
primary force behind the plan.

• Evaluation. Legislatures traditionally have ful
filled their oversight responsibility for enacted
programs through the budgetary and appropria
tions process, when agency officials seekto justify
their budget requests by detailing their accom
plishments. Within the last three years, however,
more and more legislatures that possess program
evaluation/performance audit offices have be
gun to take a look at economic development
programs. NCSL has created a clearinghouse of
such evaluations, which now total more than 45.
Some evaluations have examined only specific
programs. Others have studied the economic de
velopment agency. A few have tried to examine
all state programs and agencies that are involved
in economic development.

Rationale for Legislative Involvement

As discussed, legislatures are responsible for enact
ing bills that create and fund economic development
agenciesand forproviding oversight. Consequently, the
active and informed participation of the legislature in
economic development can assist in developing the

critical public-private consensus on the state's overall
economic development strategy, specific policies and
programs, and priorities for tackling issues.

Without the involved cooperation of the legislature,
a state's efforts will be less than optimal because it may
be damaged by political and institutional rivalries be
tween the legislature and the governor and between
chambers. Such divisions also enable various interest
groups to advocate their definition of economic devel
opmentand to putforth their initiatives, which naturally
reflect their self-interest.

Politicizing the policy-making process for economic
development has hindered the initiatives ofsome states.
Consensusandpragrnatismappeartobethebywordsfor
state economic development today.

Structural Changes in Legislatures
Justasgovernors' officesandeconomicdevelopment

agencies have been restructured to meet the new eco
nomic challenges, so have the legislatures. There are at
leastfourrnajorwaysinwhichlegislatureshavechanged:

• Many legislatures have created standing com
mittees on economic development, which also
have jurisdiction for international trade promo
tion. These new committeesprovide a clear focus
to examine issues and proposed legislation.
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• Along with the new committees has come in
creased expertise in economic development by
both legislators and staff, which lays the founda
tion for legislative initiatives as well as informed
oversight of the executive branch.

• In becoming pro-active, some legislatures-even
some individual chambers-have issued their
own strategic plans for economic development.

• A few legislatures have direct links to the perma
nent state quasi-public strategic planning com
mission. In Kansas and Oklahoma, for example,
the chairs of the Senate and House Economic De
velopment Committees serve by statute on Kan
sas, Inc., and Oklahoma Futures, respectively.

Lessons From the Experiences of the States

As Osborne points out, a state that seeks to imple
ment an economic development strategy or to evaluate
its programs can learn from the experiences of other
states.

Don't copy anything-the process ofcreating some
thing is critically important because the process (the
interactions and the synergy) show those involved how

to do it. How the policies and programs are structured
and linked together, consequently, is as important as the
specific policies and programs. The role ofstate govern
ment has become that of catalyst and broker.

Stateeconomiccompetitivenesstodayseekstochange
the mindset ofbusiness, labor, universities, and govern
ment and thus create new linkages and approaches to
solving problems. By changing the incentives, state
government can shape behavior without imposing or
mandating solutions from above that do nottake into
account local problems and conditions. The response
willcomefromthegrassroots-notfromthestatecapital.

The lessons learned from such states as Pennsylva
nia and Michigan is that the key to success is how the
various policies and programs are networked together,
which creates synergy. The Ben Franklin Partnership in
Pennsylvania is probably the best known. It involves
public private partnerships in R&D, capital financing
(seed and venture capital), business incubators, market
ing, managerial advice, technical assistance, and job
training.

Here are some principles of the new state economic
development model as laid out by Osborne:

• Strengthsand weaknessesanalysis. Developa de
taUed,thoroughunderstandingofthestate'secon- 59
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omyand its strengthsand weaknesses. Onlya few
states have done this: Pennsylvania, Michigan,
Washington, Wisconsin, Indiana, Kansas, Okla
homa, and Texas.

The strengths-and-weaknesses analysis of a
strategic economic competitiveness plan drives
the subsequent policy and programmatic recom
mendations towards the long-term goals and ob
jectives. Only a few states have succeeded at a
truly comprehensive and dynamic strategic plan
ning effort for economic competitiveness. In
many states, the politics and process of devising
a strategic economic development plan havebeen
pivotal in the success or failure of the plan.

Establish priorities and then methodically ad
dress the problems. States that issue laundry lists
of problems, policies, and programs risk accom
plishinglittlebecausetheyarenottargetingpublic
resources to the most important problems in a
methodical manner for maximum effect.

• Altering private sector behavior. The purpose of
stateactionshouldbetochangethebehaviorofthe
private sector and not to create government bu
reaucracies and programs. "Wholesale" instead
of"retail." Public dollars are "invested" in chang-

ing the private sector behavior and not spent on
individual firms. (The Michigan Strategic Fund,
for example, providesan insurancefund forbanks
so they will make riskier loans.) By changing the
incentives,states encouragea responseand donot
impose a "solution."

• Invest. don't spend. For example, the Michigan
Strategic Fund is investing in BIOCOs (business
and industrial development corporations) and
will earn a financial return, as will the Michigan
Strategic Fund's venture capital investments. The
more important goal, however, is not the Fund's
monetary return but the encouragement of the
private sector to create new financial institutions
to fill gaps in the state's capital market.

• Reward performance. Measure the return and
fund programs based on performance. Use indi
cators to measure performance. Pennsylvania's
Ben Franklin Partnership awards grants among
the four advanced technology centers based on
performance.

• Human resources. If people (human capital) are
the key to innovation, then attack social and
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economic problems at the same time. States are
now linking such problems as child welfare, early
childhood education, school dropouts, and teen
pregnancy to state economic competitiveness.
The welfare reform effort by states in recent years
has been an example of this linkage.

• Strengthen local capadty. Build local/regional
economicdevelopmentcapadtybecauseeconomic
development,in theend, isa local/ regionalmatter.
Encourage and nurture alliances and partner
ships among business, labor, colleges and univer
sities,andlocalgovernments,aswellasnon-profit
organizations, to analyze economic problems and
construct solutions. (The Regional Enterprise
Development Program in Pennsylvania involves
such local interests in providing management
help, finandal assistance, helpwithexporting, aid
in competing for state and federal government
procurement contracts, and industrial extension
services.)

• Decentralize initiatives. Decentralize economic
development programs around identifiable re
gional economies within a state.

• Comprehensive services. Provide comprehen
sive programs within each region because entre
preneurs have many interrelated needs: manage
rial, labor, marketing, technical, finandal, etc.
Many states have assumed that capital financing
programs are all that is needed to encourage
economic development.

• Begin small. Create programs first on an appro
priate scale and, when they are successful, gradu
ally expand them. The California export finance
program is such an example.

• Long-term foundations. Keep in mind and ad
dress the long-term components of a state eco
nomic competitiveness strategy: environment
and quality of life, education, job training, R&D
and technology innovation, finandal systems,
state tax structure, state regulatory environment,
telecommunications,publicinfrastructure(roads,
airports, ports, bridges, water and sewage sys
tems, mass transit), and so forth.

• Update the plan and evaluate. The state's strate
gic plan should be reviewed periodically to adjust
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for economic and otherchanges. Specific policies
and programs should be regularly evaluated.
Measurement indicators should be built into the
enablinglegislationforprogramstofacilitatelater
evaluation. The legislature should specify who
will evaluate the programs and when.

Conclusion

Thecompetition among the states today is not about
who can land a superconducting supercollider or a
Saturn automobile plant or any of the other plums that
the newsmediawrites about. Thisisnottosaythatstates
should drop out of the recruitment game, by any means.

Therealcompetitionamongthestatesistoeffectively
organize themselves to assist the private sector in facing
the economic challenges of the 1990s. The active and
informed participation of legislatures is critical to the
success of such efforts.
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